The C.S.J.M. University, Kanpur (formerly known as Kanpur University), the biggest university in terms of affiliated colleges of northern India. With 1100+ affiliated colleges with the University, 648 colleges are eligible for NAAC Accreditation.

In order to proliferate the accreditation by NAAC among the affiliated college’s two workshops were organized by the university in collaboration and financial support from NAAC Bangalore.

The second workshop organized from the afternoon of Feb19, 2020 to Feb20, 2020 at UIET 4 auditorium and the computer laboratory facility was with 60 nodes to facilitate better learning for the participants.

The workshop had the unique structure of awareness session followed by computer laboratory session. In awareness session colleges were informed about the Revised Accreditation framework (RAF) and in lab session colleges were trained to get familiar with NAAC website as well as various modules related with college login creation,IIQA filling up process,SSR module,DVV process & resolving the queries, and student satisfaction survey(SSS) module.

The second workshop was scheduled 06 district of the university, namely, Kanpur City, Kanpur Dehat, Raibarely, Aurraiya, Etawaha and Unnao. 130 colleges participated in the second workshop.

The workshop was addressed by the Assistant Advisers from NAAC Bangalore, namely, Dr. K.R. Vishnu Mahesh and Dr. A.V. Prasad.

Both the advisers from NAAC motivated and updated the participating colleges about the accreditation process thoroughly and comfortably. Participating colleges were instructed to come for the workshop with AISHE certificate and official e-mail ID of the colleges in order to make online training real and a learning experience.